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South African Reserve Bank Preview: November 2022 
  

Details: 

 

Decision due Thursday November 24th, alongside a press conference with SARB Governor Kganyago. 

  

MNI Point of View  

The South African Reserve Bank are likely to tighten policy further at this meeting, but the pace of this 

quarter’s increase remains up for question. Markets are fully priced for a 50bps move this week and are 

approximately 50% priced for a 75bps step. This leaves post-decision volatility a likely outcome, however a 

sizeable minority among the board voting for smaller hikes could temper any hawkish response to a 75bps 

rate rise and indicate that the front-loading phase of the cycle has now ended.  

Markets are already well priced for a sharp slowing in the pace of the tightening cycle next year, with the JIBAR-

FRA spread compressing across 2023 and 2024 maturities, and it’s likely Kganyago leans into this pricing to outline 

the SARB view that inflation will slow next year, albeit alongside a more moderate pace of economic growth. 

Feeding into this view is the expectation that the rise in CPI will have faded over October (data due November 23rd) 

to 7.4% Y/Y, while core CPI slows to 0.3% on the month – well below the rolling 12-month average. Additionally, 

fuel price gains are seen slowing into year-end, with CEF estimates pointing to a slower rise for petrol, and a fall in 

price for diesel for December.  

Consensus looks for a 75bps move from the SARB this week, although a number of analysts recognise the 

downside risk to this view. There are multiple indicators pointing to an uptick in economic, political and fiscal 

uncertainty for the coming policy period that should steer as many as 2 members of the board toward a smaller 

hike this quarter.  

Firstly, the ANC elective conference is due in December, at which Ramaphosa is expected to receive the 

endorsement for a second term in office, albeit with a weakened mandate. The President remains embattled due to 

the ongoing lack of resolution for the Phala Phala Farm Scandal and the current Section 89 impeachment process 

underway at the National Assembly. This may ire further uncertainty ahead of the publication of the Treasury’s 

plans for Eskom, with Godongwana’s Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement in October pointing to an early-2023 

release for a restructuring plan at the utility that could see the Treasury adopt as much as two-thirds of Eskom 

existing debt pile. 

Lastly, domestic press has been heavily focused on the impact for mortgages as a result of the current, and future, 

tightening phase. A rate hike of either 50bps or 75bps at this meeting tilts the prime mortgage rate of over 10% for 

the first time since 2019. A blunt and direct psychological level that should filter swiftly into consumer spending 

patterns ahead of year-end. 

Figure 1: ZAR weakness has tracked deteriorating terms of trade 
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This weaker growth backdrop has been further reflected in bond markets, with 10yr break-even inflation rates 

moderating to the lowest levels since April in the sessions ahead of the SARB meeting. Despite the more moderate 

inflation expectations, however, local terms of trade remain close to the lowest levels of the year, mirrored in the 

persistent weakness in the ZAR, both of which would theoretically benefit from a re-assertion of the SARB’s front-

loaded tightening cycle. 

As such, the bank will see a 75bps rate hike as being inline with previous communications, and should help contain 

CPI back toward target. Aiding this view will be discussions held at SARB conferences earlier this year, which 

considered proposals to lower the bank’s inflation target from it’s current midpoint of 3-6%. This discussion led to a 

number of media appearances at which Kganyago stated his intention for the bank to demonstrate they “mean 

business” on inflation.  

 

At the time of writing, USDZAR is consolidating and continues to trade closer to its recent lows. Attention remains 

on a key trendline support that intersects at 17.2467. The trendline is drawn from the Apr 13 low and represents a 

key short-term support. A clear break of the line would strengthen bearish conditions and pave the way for a move 

to 16.9818 initially, the Sep 13 low. Initial firm resistance is at 17.6658, the 50-day EMA.                                        

SARB Central Bank Watch 
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Analyst Views (Alphabetic Order)  

Barclays: Expect Reduction In Rate-Hike Pace To 50bps 

• Lower oil prices and appreciating currency and the emerging benign inflation outlook in the US should 

combine with decelerating domestic inflation to convince the committee to reduce the pace of rate hikes to 

50bp, from 75bp in September. 

• However, the risk of a 75bp hike cannot be ruled out, given the possibility of renewed upside pressure on 

global grain prices, winter oil demand, etc. 

Goldman Sachs: 75bps Hike With Dovish Shift In Vote Split & Language 

• Goldman have forecast a 75bp rate hike while expecting the MPC vote split and communication to reflect a 

dovish shift and see risks to their forecast tilted toward a smaller 50bp hike. They expect a 3-2 split vote 

with two dovish dissents in favour of a smaller 50bp hike this time around, allowing the MPC to signal a 

stepdown at the next meeting. 

• Upside risks to the inflation outlook have decreased since the September MPC, even if incoming inflation 

data have themselves been incrementally hawkish. Recent dynamics imply upward revisions to near-term 

inflation forecasts, albeit Goldman think that the SARB’s +5.3% forecast for 2023 is likely to remain little 

changed. They expect that the MPC will maintain its assessment that inflation risks are tilted to the upside. 

• From a policy perspective, Goldman think that the SARB will take comfort from the recent rebound in 

market sentiment and dovish shift in global central bank communication that has been accompanied by 

meaningful Rand appreciation. This will likely in the minds of MPC members limit downside risks to the 

Rand, thereby reducing upside risks to inflation. 

Investec: Look For Above-Consensus 100bps Hike 

• They note that by the end of the year, the FOMC will likely have hiked rates by 5.50% in the current cycle 

and SA by 4.75%, with the MPC likely to discuss a larger hike than 100 bps in November, particularly given 

the higher end rate now signalled by the FOMC, and so could surprise on the upside. 

JP Morgan: 75bps Marginally More Likely Than 50bps 

• They believe there may now be sufficient room for the SARB to consider slowing the pace of tightening, 

although a 75bp increase remains marginally more likely than 50bp. A 75bp rate rise would bring the policy 

rate to what they regard as its neutral level of 7%. 

• In the recent meetings the MPC focused on risks emanating from the substantial tightening in global 

financial conditions as it sought to avert a less favourable inflation-growth trade-off if it didn’t act sufficiently 

promptly. While these reasons have not substantially changed since September, the risk assessment now 

is likely less skewed than back then. 

• JP Morgan expect the SARB inflation projections to have remained broadly unchanged at 6.6% for 2022 

(from 6.5%) and 5.4% for 2023 (for 5.3%). Economic activity in 3Q has marginally surprised to the upside 

as supply-side constraints eased in September, yet a softer global growth outlook probably will trim SA 

growth projections to 1.1% (from 1.4%) for 2023. 

Nedbank: Expect 75bps Rate Hike 

• Nedbank expect the Reserve Bank to remain hawkish and deliver another 75bps hike to the repo rate, 

bringing it to 7%. 

• The motivations are likely to remain unchanged, driven by persistent upside risks to the inflation outlook, 

including the uncertain outlook for global oil prices, higher domestic inflation expectations, escalating wage 

demand, and a rand still vulnerable to changes in global risk sentiment and the likely narrowing of interest 

rates differentials with the US as the Fed continues to raise its policy rate. 

RBC: Expect 75bps Hike 

• Their base case is for the SARB to deliver another 75bp rate hike and maintain a hawkish stance on 

Thursday, with October CPI on Wednesday to be closely watched ahead of the decision. 

• Although South Africa’s nominal and real effective exchange rates have appreciated and 10Y/5Y breakeven 

inflation rates have fallen since the last meeting, inflation remains high, there are still upside risks to inflation 
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from wages, the Fed remains in hawkish mode, and the latest commentary from Governor Kganyago was 

on the hawkish side in early November. 

TD Securities: Expect 75bps Rate Rise 

• TD expect the repo rate to be hiked by 75bps due to the fears of global inflation. 

 


